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I thank you, Lady. 
At times I'm so alone, 
Desperate, 
And confused. 
You've been there, 
Making me so happy I could cry. 
My emotion is there, 
Not because of a lack of it around me, 
But rather because 
I would never expect concern from you. 
That just shows how little I know you, 
How much I want to ... 
But, as always, that'll never be; 
I can't, 
Or you can't ... 
I don't know -
I'm confused; 
You're confusing. 
I like you. 

Note to myself ... 
I want so much 
To be a part of your life. 
Enough a part to at least 
Enter your life 
Without knocking. 

Bill Roberts is a senior in Industrial Art Ed. He has 
written seriously five or six years. "Usually it's just 
to appease myself ... everything I've written has a 
story behind it." 
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5 by Bi 11 Roberts 

I envisioned her in a ballet-like movement; 
So gracefully to a Greek folk tune ... 
With a flower in her teeth. 
Half in jest, 
But nevertheless beautiful. 

I'm lost in a thicket; 
Not concerned that I won't be free of these thorns ... 
Life ... 
But more that I'll 
Endure them 
Alone. 

5 Watching, 
Watching, 
Watching, ... 
Looking at you, 
But not to touch. 
Waiting ... 
In reality 
For the ti me you'll go, 
But hoping 
For the time you'll stay. 
Nothing ever stays in one place. 
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